
The Finnish Air Force secret
purchased three OAW-built Fokker D.VIIs in
Germany, which were used as trainers from
September 1919 until January 1924. At first,
they retained lozenge camouflage, and their
German crosses were made into Finnish
swastikas, though they were later repainted in
‘splinter’ type camouflage colours. These
machines were also operated on skis during
the harsh Finnish winter.

France captured many Fokker D.VIIs,
and at least a few of these were used by the

Several of
these were subsequently sold on to Poland.

During 1919, the Fokker D.VII was
used by the (Hungarian
Red Airborne Corps), and it is believed that
MAG built up to 50 D.VIIs, some as two-
seaters. The Fokker D.VIIs of the Red Airborne
Corps were mainly tasked with the defence of
Budapest, and their unit, the 

(8th Squadron) was staffed by
former personnel of the Austro-Hungarian 

and led by Laszlo Hary. 
In 1924, four D.VIIs remained on the civil

register, though these were probably used for
military pilot training. Registrations of these
were in the range H-MFOA to H-MFOD (later
changed to HA-FOA to HA-FOD).

Lithuania’s post WWI Air Force was
formed in the aftermath of the German
withdrawal of 1918, and the wars against the
Bolsheviks and Poles that ensued saw many
former German aircraft being used. Several of
these machines were purchased illegally in
Germany. The Fokker D.VII saw seventeen
years of service with the 
from 1920 to 1937, finally leaving service as
Lithuania’s Air Force began to receive its first
monoplane fighters. 

Lithuanian Army Aviation Workshops
constructed several examples, one of which
had a 240hp Siddeley Puma installed. 

was known to have been flying in 1920, but its
subsequent fate is unknown.

Belgium received around 75 D.VIIs
as war reparations from Germany, which
served both at home and with the Belgian Army
of Occupation. By the mid 1920s, these aircraft
were being used as trainers at Wevelgem.
Withdrawal from service occurred in the 1930s.
Ten D.VIIs were also used by civilian airlines,
with O-BEBE (formerly 6162/18) becoming the
first aircraft on the civil register. 

Though Bulgaria is known to have
operated several D.VIIs during WW1, only one
is believed to have been retained post war. This
machine underwent several colour schemes
whilst being used to train military pilots,
wearing civil registration marks for much of the
time to circumvent Allied controls on military
aviation.

At least 22 Fokkers were sent to
Camp Borden in Canada from Feltham,
England during March 1919. An unknown
number of these were used by the Royal
Canadian Air Force, until an accident in

England with a D.VII caused an Empire-wide
ban on their use.

Despite once being part of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire, and despite its
involvement in the suppression of Bela Kun’s
Hungarian Soviet régime, Czecho-Slovakia
appears to have used a single MAG-built
Fokker D.VII. This appeared in many colour
scheme variations, all of which are illustrated
on pages 11 and 12.

Post war Germany operated
several re-engined D.VIIs as airborne
advertising hoardings, and a civil registered
example was flown from Switzerland by Ernst
Udet and presented to the Berlin Museum (see
page 12).

Soon after WW1, two Fokker D.VIIs
were bought by During 1922
both were sold to the , the Danish
Air Force, though only one was made airworthy,
the other one being used for spares. Serialled
F-1, this machine was used as an unarmed
trainer. This Fokker D.VII crashed at an airshow
in 1927.



Serial no. F-15, (Belgian Air Force), Training Establishment, Aachen,
1920s. Aircraft is Dark Green overall with Natural Metal forward fuselage panels.
Roundels and rudder stripes as opposite. Serial is White on fuselage, Black on rudder.
Penguin badge is Blue with White and Yellow details and Black outlining. See
drawings 87 and 89 for wing details.

Serial no. F-35, (Belgian Air Force), Training Establishment, Aachen,
1920s. Aircraft is Dark Green overall. Roundels and rudder stripes as opposite. Serial
is White on fuselage, Black on rudder. Penguin badge is Blue with White and Yellow
details and Black outlining. Note there are no wheel covers on this machine. See
drawings 87 and 89 for wing details.

Civil registration O-BEBE, in service with the Belgian airline 1920s Aircraft
wears German lozenge camouflage with Dark Green nose and struts. Rudder stripes
are Red, Yellow and Black. Registration is Black on a White rectangle. See drawing 90
for top wing details.

Civil registration O-BILL, in service with the Belgian airline 1920s Aircraft
wears German lozenge camouflage with Dark Green nose and struts. Rudder stripes
are Red, Yellow and Black. Registration is Black on a White rectangle. See drawing 90
for top wing details.

Serial no. 93.07, (Austro-Hungarian Air Service), 1918. A small
series of 9 MAG-built D.VIIs were constructed by this Hungarian manufacturer before
the end of WW1. Finished in Clear Doped Linen overall, with Natural Metal cowl.
Crosses are Black with White outlines, serials are Black. See drawings 85 and 86 for
wing details.

Serial no. 6693/18, (Belgian Air Force), Bruxelles-Evere, Summer
1918. Aircraft wears German lozenge camouflage with Dark Green nose and struts.
Roundels and rudder stripes are Red, Yellow and Black. insignia is White.
Serial and ‘2’ on rudder are Black. See drawing 88 for top wing details.

Serial no. 7684/18, (Belgian Air Force), 1918-19. Aircraft wears
German lozenge camouflage with Grey nose and struts. Roundels and rudder stripes
as above. Serial is Black. Note Black fin. A German cross is visible beneath the
fuselage roundel. See drawing 88 for top wing details.

Serial no. F-10, (Belgian Air Force), Training Establishment, Aachen,
1920s. Aircraft is Dark Green overall. Roundels and rudder stripes as above. Serial is
White on fuselage, Black on rudder. Penguin badge is Blue with White and Yellow
details and Black outlining on a White oval. See drawings 87 and 89 for wing details.




